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NOTATION 
A, B, T, U, V: Linear operators. 
X, Y: Complex Banach spaces. 
D(A); The domain of A. 
R(A): The range of A. 
N(A): The set of all x in D(A) such that Ax = 0. 
a(A); The dimension of N(A). 
P(A): The dimension of Y/R(A). 
dim M: The dimension of the linear manifold M. 
Y:  1/I IB"^ |I .  
E(U,V): The set of all XQ in X for which there is a sequence 
having the property that Ux^ +i = Vx^ . 
S: The collection of all T with norm less than y/I, 
E; n E(B,T). 
TeS 
Mq: X. 








In this paper, we shall consider a closed linear opera­
tor A with domain D(A) contained in a complex Banach space X 
and.range R(A) contained in a complex Banach space Y. We 
shall denote the null space of A by N(A), the dimension of 
N(A) by a(A), and the dimension of Y/R(A) by p(A). For the 
special case when the domain and range of A are in the same 
space (i.e. Y = X), Gohberg (2) has shown that if T is any 
connected open set contained in the open set X:a(A-Xl)<=° 
and R(A-XI) is closed } and if TQ = { Xer:a(A-Xl) = } 
where = min [ a(A-Xl):Xer} then [xer:Xf^ r^ ] has no 
accumulation point in r. Markus (10) has shown that 
n R((A-XI)^ ) is independent of X in r^ . For X^  in r^ , he 
n—1 00 
has also shown that if y e H R((A-X_I)^ ) then ye R(A-Xl) 
n=l o 
for all X in and if y  ^ R((A-XQI)'^ ) then {xer^ : 
yeR(A-XI)} has no accumulation point in r^ . 
We would like to study in more detail and in a more 
general setting the phenomenon which occurs at the points of 
FQ as distinguished from the other points of r. A character­
ization of the points of TQ which does not explicitly involve 
a(A-Xl) is an easy consequence of the work of Homer (6) and 
Graber (5). For each X^ in r, there exists a closed linear 
2 
operator B, which is a restriction of A, such that R(B-X^I) = 
R(A-XQI) and exists and is continuous. The charac­
terization is that XQ e if and only if R(B-Xl) = R(A-Xl) 
for all X in some neighborhood of XQ. 
We proceed to investigate the problem of when R(B-Xl) = 
R(A-xl) for all X in some neighborhood of XQ where XQ can be 
taken to be zero without any loss of generality. This study 
is independent of any consideration of the dimension of 
N(A-Xl). Another appropriate generalization would be to 
consider the possibility of Y not being equal to X. Thus we 
can no longer consider the identity operator so we shall 
replace it by a closed linear operator T such that D(T) D 
D(A). If DgCA) is taken to be D(A) with the new norm 
11x11^ = (IxK + 11 Ax 11 , then D^CA) is a Banach space because 
A is closed. It is obvious that the operator A^ induced on 
DQ(A) by A is continuous. Now the operator T^ defined on 
Dg(A) by TQX = Tx is clearly a linear operator with range in 
Y. If we let CT DQ(A) be a sequence such that 
11 xj^-xll ^  0 and 11 T^x^-y H 0, then II x^-x 11 -• 0 and 
II TXj^-y II -» 0. Since T is closed, Tx = y and hence TQX = y. 
Therefore, TQ is a closed linear operator defined on all of 
the Banach space DQ(A) and hence, by the Closed Graph 
3 
Theorem, TQ is continuous. Thus there is no loss of gener­
ality if we consider A and T to be continuous linear opera­
tors defined on all of X with ranges in Y. 
In consideration of this background, the object of 
study in Chapter II is the determination of when R(B-T) = 
R(A-T) for all T with sufficiently small norm where B is a 
closed linear operator such that B is one-to-one, R(B) = 
R(A), and Bx = Ax for all x in D(B). We consider the linear 
operator (B-T)B~^ which is a mapping of R(A) into R(A-T). 
Now R[(B-T)B'"^ ] = R(B-T) and hence if (B-T)B'"^  maps R(A) 
onto R(A-T) then R(B-T) = R(A-T). We show that if A has 
closed range then R(B-T) is closed for any T with suffi­
ciently small norm. Goldman (4) has shown that unless 
a(A) < 00 or p(A) < ® then there exists an operator T with 
arbitrarily small norm such that R(A-T) is not closed. Thus, 
for such a T, R(B-T) could not equal R(A-T). Because of 
this, we temporarily shift our attention to the consideration 
of a fixed continuous linear operator T with D(T) = X and 
consider the operator (B-XT)B"^  which maps R(A) into R(A-XT). 
We show that if R(A) is closed then (B-XT)B"^  is a closed, 
continuous, linear operator. Also, we show that there exists 
a neighborhood of zero such that (B-X.T)B''^  is one-to-one and 
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relatively open for all X in this neighborhood. For two 
linear operators U and V with domains in X and ranges in Y, 
we define a linear manifold E(U,V) which consists of all XQ 
in X for which there exists a sequence [x^ ] in X having 
the property that UXj^ .^]^  = VXj^ . We then show that R(B-XT) = 
R(A-XT) for all X in some neighborhood of zero if and only 
if N(A) CZ E(A,T). We conclude the chapter with the result 
that R(B-T) = R(A-T) for all T of sufficiently small norm if 
and only if a(A) = 0 or p(A) =0. In proving this result we 
employ a set E which consists of all those elements common to 
E(B,T) for every T of sufficiently small norm. 
In Chapter III, we consider the linear manifold J(U,V) 
employed by Graber (5) and Kato (7). We show that E(U,V) is 
not always equal to J(U,V) and then give conditions under 
which they are the same. 
In Chapter IV, we generalize some results of Graber (5) 
and Kato (7). Graber (5) has shown that if T(N(A)) is closed 
and strongly disjoint from R.(A), then there exists a neigh­
borhood of zero such that R(A-XT) is closed for all X in this 
neighborhood. Kato (7) has shown that if N(A) is contained 
in J(A,T) then there exists a neighborhood of zero such that 
R(A-XT) is closed for all X in this neighborhood. We show 
5 
that, if N(A) = L 9 M where L and M are closed linear mani­
folds, TM C R(A), TL and R(A) are strongly disjoint, and 
T(N(A)) is closed, then there exists a neighborhood of zero 
such that R(A-\T) is closed for all X in this neighborhood 
provided that M C J(A,T) or the dimension of M is finite. 
6 
II. STABILITY PROPERTIES 
In this chapter, we shall let A be a continuous linear 
operator defined on the complex Banach space X with range in 
the complex Banach space Y. We shall let B be a closed 
linear operator such that B is one-to-one, R(B) = R(A), and 
Bx = Ax for all x in D(B). 
For a continuous linear operator T defined on X with 
range in Y, we wish to determine sufficient conditions for 
the linear operator (B-T)B"^  to be a one-to-one, closed, 
continuous, relatively open mapping of R(A) onto R(A-T), The 
definition of a relatively open operator is given below in 
Definition 2.1. 
We know that, if (B-T)B"^  is to be closed and continu­
ous, then its domain which is R(A) must be closed. Hence we 
shall assume that A has closed range. 
Definition 2.1: A linear operator U defined on a Banach 
space X is said to be relatively open if and only if for 
every open set G C X there exists an open set H C Y such 
that UG = H n R(U). 
If the range of U is closed, then it is a Banach space. 
Hence the following lemma is a consequence of the Interior 
Mapping Principle which can be found in Dunford and Schwartz 
7 
(1, p. 55) as well as in a number of other books. 
Lemma 2 . 2 :  Let U be a continuous linear operator defined on 
X with range in Y. If R(U) is closed, then U is relatively 
open. 
The following lemma is the converse of Lemma 2.2 and 
was proved by the author before discovering that its proof is 
a consequence of a number of results of Kelley and Namioka 
(8), The proof is included here because of its concise 
nature. 
Lemma 2.3; Let U be a continuous linear operator defined on 
X with range in Y. If U is relatively open, then R(U) is 
closed. 
Proof: Let X' = X/N(U) and let cr be the canonical 
mapping of X onto X' . Since U is continuous with D(U) = X, 
U is closed and hence N(U) is closed; Thus X' is a Banach 
space with norm || x'II = inf { || x+t II :teN(U) ] . Clearly a 
is continuous since II axil = II x' II = ir:f £ II z II ;zex' } 
< II xll . 
We shall now let the linear operator U' be defined by 
U'x' = Ux where x belongs to x' and show that U' is closed. 
Suppose that { x^  ] is a sequence in X' which converges to x' 
and suppose that L U'x' 1 converges to y. Since x' -• x' , we 
8 
have that II x^ -x' II = II (x^ -x)' |l -» 0. For each n, 
II (x^ -x) ' II = inf { II x^ -x+t II :teN(U)} and thus, for each 
n, there exists a t^  in N(U) such that || x^ -x+t^  |j < 
2 ll(x^ -x)' II , . Therefore, j| x^ -x+t^  |( converges to zero as 
n 00. Hence x^  ^+ t^  -+ x and U(x^ +t^ ) = Ux^  = U'x^  ^  y. 
Since U is closed, we have that x belongs to D(U) and so x' 
belongs to D(U'). Also Ux = U'x' = y. Hence U' is closed. 
Since U' is closed and (U')"^  exists, we have that (U')"^  is 
also closed. 
Now let G' be any open set in X'. Since a is continu­
ous, we have that G = IxeXraxeG'i is open in X, Now U is 
relatively open and hence UG = U'G' is a relatively open set 
in Y, Hence U' is relatively open. Thus, since (U')"^  
exists, we have that (U')"^  is continuous. Now (U*)~^  is 
closed and continuous and, therefore, its domain which is 
R(U') = R(U) is closed. 
We now combine Lemma 2,2 and Lemma 2,3 in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 2.4; Let U be a continuous linear operator defined 
on X with range in Y, Then U is relatively open if and only 
if R(U) is closed. 
Remark 2.5: B is a restriction of a continuous linear 
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operator and hence B is continuous. Since B is closed and 
one-to-one, B" exists and is closed. Thus, since B has 
closed range, B'^  is continuous. 
Definition 2.6: We define y ~ 1/ II B"^  II . 
Theorem 2.7: (B-T)B"^ is closed and continuous. Further­
more, if 11 T I! < Y/3, then (B-T)B"^  is one-to-one and rela­
tively open. 
Proof: Since B and T are continuous, B - T is con­
tinuous. As pointed out in Remark 2,5, B"^  is continuous 
and hence (B-T)B"^  is continuous. Since the domain of 
(B-T)B"^  = R(A) is closed, we have that (B-t)B"1 is closed. 
From Definition 2 , 6 ,  it follows that 1 1  Bx H  >  y  H  x || for 
all X  in D(B), Hence, if I I  T 1 1  <  y / 3 ,  then II (B-T)x I I  =  
II Bx-Tx II > 11 Bx 11 - II Tx 11 > (y-y/3) Hxlj = (2y/3) II x 11 for 
all X in D(B-T) = D(B), Hence B - T is one-to-one and has 
closed range whenever j] T II < y/3. Thus B - T and B"^  are 
both one-to-one and hence (B-T)B"^  is one-to-one whenever 
11 T II < y/3. Now R[(B-T)B"^ ] = R(B-T) and, therefore, 
(B-T)B~^ has closed range for all T satisfying I I  T I I  <  y / 3 .  
Thus by Theorem 2,4, (B-T)B''^  is relatively open whenever 
1 1  Til < y / 3 .  
From Goldman (4), we know that unless a(A) < » or 
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P(A) < « there exists a T satisfying II T H < y/] such that 
R(A-T) is not closed. Hence, for such a T, (B-T)B"^  cannot 
map R(A) onto R(A-T). 
We do not wish to restrict ourselves to the condition 
that either a(A) or p(A) is finite. Hence we will select 
some fixed continuous linear operator T defined on X and 
consider the operator (B-\T)B"^ . From the proof of Theorem 
2.7, we clearly see that if R(A) is closed then (B-XT)B"^  is 
closed and continuous. Furthermore, for all X satisfying 
I XI II T 11 < Y/3, we have that (B-XT)B~^  is one-to-one and 
relatively open. '' 
We shall now determine a necessary and sufficient condi­
tion for (B-XT)B ^  to be a mapping from R(A) onto R(A-XT) for 
all X satisfying |x) < Ô where 6 is a positive constant. 
Definition 2.8; For two linear operators U and V with 
domains in X and ranges in Y, we define the linear manifold 
E(U,V) = [x e X: there exists a sequence x^^  in X such 
that UX^  = VXj^ _^  where x^  = x } . 
We note that such a sequence x^^ l is contained in 
E(U,V). 
Definition 2.9; We define F(U,V) = UE(U,V), 
Theorem 2.10: If N(A) C E(A,T), then E(B,T) = E(A,T). 
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Proof; Clearly E(B,T) d E(A,T). Let e E(A,T). 
Then there exists a sequence [ Ug ^  ] such that Auq ~ 
TUQ  ^where UG G = XQ. Clearly TE(A,T) C R(A) = D(B"^ ). 
Let x^  = B"^ TXQ and let u^ ^^  = x^  - Ug^ .^ Thus AU]_ = 
Axi - Aug 1 = Bx^  - TUq^ o = TXq - TXq = 0. Now u^ ^^  = x^  -
UG  ^ E E(AJT) SO there exists a sequence [ u^  , n = 1, 2, 
3, such that = Tu^^^. Now x^ = Ug^^ + e 
E(A,T) and, therefore, TXj^  e D(B"^ ). We shall now complete 
the proof by induction. Assume that for k > 1 there exists 
a set [ Xg, X]^ , X2, Xj^  ] and for each Xj, j = 1, 2, 3, 
k, there exists a sequence [uj, n = j, j + 1, j + 
2, such that Auj^ j^ j^^  = Tuj^ j^ . Also Uj^ j = Xj -
j-1 
2 u^  2, Bxj = Txj_i, and Txj^  g D(B"^ ). We shall now let 
i=0 
= B'^ Tx^  and show that Tx^ ^^  e D(B'^ ). Define 
k 
k^+l,k+l " *k+l " i^,k+l- ^^ k+l,k+l k^+1 " 
k k k-1 
.2 Aui,k+1 = Tx^  - .2 Tu^  k = I(Xk - .2 "l,k> - T"k,k = 
1=0 1=0 1=0 
Tu^ ^^  - TUj^  k = 0. Therefore, e E(A,T) and so does 
k -
k^+l = "k+l,k+l + "i,k+l- Hence Tx^ +i « 0(8'^ ) and we 
1=0 ' 
let X|^ +2 - ^ "^ "^ k^+l* Thus we have by induction that there 
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exists a sequence [x^ ] such that = Tx^  and, there­
fore, XQ 0 E(B,T). Hence E(A,T) = E(B,T). 
Theorem 2.11: If N(A) C E(A,T), then T(N(A)) C R(B-XT) for 
every X satisfying |Xl I1B"^ T II <1. 
Proof: By Theorem 2,10, N(A) C E(B,T). Let x e N(A). 
Then there exists a sequence { x^ ] such that Bx^ ^^  = Tx^  
" i-1 
where x = x^ . Let u^  = 2 X x^  which converges since 
u  ^ j=% J 
1x1 II B"^ Tll< 1. Thus u^  e D(B) since D(B) is closed. Now 
(B-XT)u, = (B-XT)Z X-^ -^ x. = Bx, + S X^ "^ Bx. - S X^ Tx. = 
 ^ j=l J  ^ j=2 J j=l J 
03 . " i 
BXi + 2 X^ Bx.^ i - Z X Tx. = Bx. = Tx^  = Tx. Hence Tx e 
1 j~l j~l J 1 " 
R(B-XT) and, therefore, T(N(A)) C R(B-XT). 
Theorem 2.12; If N(A) C E(A,T), then R(A-XT) = R(B-XT) for 
every X satisfying | X| II B"^ T II < 1. 
Proof: Clearly R(B-XT) C R(A-XT) so let y e R(A-XT). 
Then there exists an x in X such that (A-XT)x = y. Now 
X = z + u where z e N(A) and u e D(B). By Theorem 2.11, 
T(N(A)) C R(B-XT) and hence there exists a u^  in D(B) such 
that (B-XT)u^  = Tz. Thus (B-XT)(U-XU )^ = (B-XT)u -
X(B-XT)UJ^  = (B-XT)U + (A-XT)Z - (A-XT)Z - X(B-XT)u^  = 
(A-XT)X - (A-XT)z - XTz = y + XTz - XTz = y. Hence 
13 
y e R(B-XT) and, therefore, R(A-XT) = R(B-XT), 
Theorem 2.13; If there exists a sequence such that 
Xj - 0, Xj 5^  0 for every j, and if y e R(B-XjT) for ail j, 
then y e F(B,T). 
Proof: By deleting a finite number of terms, we may 
assume that IXj I II B"^ T II < 1/2. Let be a sequence in 
D(B) such that (B-XjT)Xj = y. Therefore, BXj = XjTXj + y 
and hence Xj = B"^ (XjTXj + y). Thus || Xj || < 
II B"^  II ( |  Xjl II Til II Xj II + II y II )  < Il Xj II /2 + II B"^  II i |  y H or 
||Xj II < 2 11 B"^  11 11 y 11. Since II Xj || is bounded, BXj -» y 
in R(B). Let uq = B"^ y. Then B[(xj - UQ)/Xj] = Txj + 
y/Xj - y/Xj = TXj or [(xj - UQ)/Xj] = B"^ Xj. Since 
II B"^ TXj II is bounded, we have that Xj UQ. We shall 
now assume the induction hypothesis that UQ, u^ , Ug, u^  
satisfy BUQ = y, Bu^  = Tu^ .j^ , k = 1, 2, 3, ..., n, and 
n-1 , 
lim w = u where w. = (1/X.) [x. - S (X.) u, ]. Then j-K» Jj" n j,n J J ] K 
' "n+1 J  ^
Bu , = Tu since B and T are continuous. Therefore, by 
n+1 n 
induction u^  e E(B,T) and y = Bu^  e BE(B,T) = F(B,T). 
Theorem 2.14: If there exists a sequence fXjl where 
Xj - 0, Xj 7^  0 for every j, such that R(A-XjT) = R(B-XjT), 
then N(A) C E(A,T). 
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Proof; Let x e N(A). Then (A-X.T)(-x/x.) = Tx e J J 
R(A-XjT) = R(B-X.jT). Thus by Theorem 2.13, we have that 
Tx e F(B,T) = BE(B,T). Hence there exists an XQ in E(B,T) 
such that Tx = BXQ and there exists a sequence [x^  3 such 
that Bx = Tx . Let x = z. and x. = z. -, i = 0, 1, 2, 
n+1 n 0 1 1+1' ' ' 
.... Thus we have a sequence [z^  such that Bz^ ^^  = Tz^ y 
Therefore, ZQ = x is in E(B,T). Hence N(A) C E(B,T) C 
E(A,T). 
Theorem 2.15; There exists a constant ô > 0 such that 
(B-XT)B"^  is a mapping of R(A) onto R(A-}LT) for all X satis­
fying |xl < 6 if and only if N(A) C E(A,T). 
Proof; Suppose that there exists a constant 6 > 0 such 
that R(A-XT) = R(B-XT) for all X satisfying 1x1 <6. Then 
clearly there exists a sequence [Xjl such that Xj -» 0, 
Xi  ^0 for every j, and Xj satisfies 1x^ 1 < 6. Hence J J J 
R(A-XjT) = R(B-XjT) and thus, by Theorem 2.14, we have that 
N(A) CE(A,T). The rest of the proof follows from Theorem 
2.12. 
We shall now return to the case where T is an arbitrary 
continuous linear operator defined on X with range in Y. 
Definition 2 16: We define S = L T: Il T 11 < y/^  1 • 
nefinittnn 2 . 1 .  ? We define E = O E(B,T). 
TeS 
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Theorem 2.18: N(A) C E if and only if a(A) = 0 or p(A) = 0. 
Proof: Suppose that a(A) = 0, Then clearly N(A) C 
E(B,T) for all T in S. Hence if a(A) = 0 then N(A) C E, 
Now suppose that 3(A) = 0. Let T be any member of S 
and let XQ e N(A). Then TXQ e Y = R(B) and thus there 
exists an XJ^  in X such that Bx^  = TXQ. NOW assume the 
induction hypothesis that there exists an x^  in X = D(T) such 
that Bx^  = Tx^ _^ . Now Tx^  e R(B) and hence there exists an 
k^+1  ^such that Bx^ ^^  = Tx^ , Hence by induction XQ e 
E(B,T) and, therefore, N(A) C E(B,T) for all T in S. Thus, 
if p(A) = 0, we have that N(A) C E. 
We now suppose that a(A) > 0 and p(A) > 0, Let z be a 
non-zero element in N(A) and let y be any element in Y which 
does not belong to R(A), There exists a linear manifold M 
such that X = M © [z] where [z] is the linear span of z. 
Each element x in X may be written as x = u + Xz where u is 
in M and Xz is in [z]. Define T by Tx = T(u+Xz) = Tu + 
XTz = Au + Xy. Hence R(T) = R(A) ® [y]. Now Tz = y ^  R(A) = 
R(B) and thus N(A) is not contained in E(B,T) for any such B. 
The proof is now complete. 
Theorem 2.19: R(A-T) = R(B-T) for every T in S if and only 
if a(A) = 0 or 3(A) = 0. 
16 
Proof: We first suppose that R(A-T) = R(B-T) for every 
T in S. Now let T be any member of S. Then (l/j)T e S for 
every j and hence R(A-T/j) = R(B-T/j). Thus, by Theorem 
2.14, N(A) C E(A,T) = E(B,T). Since T was arbitrary, 
N(A) C E. Hence, by Theorem 2.18, a(A) = 0 or 3(A) = 0. 
Now suppose that a(A) = 0 or 3(A) = 0. Then it follows 
from Theorem 2.18 that N(A) C E. Thus for every T in S we 
have that N(A) C E(B,T). Hence N(A) C E(A,T). Now by 
Theorem 2.12 we have that R(A-XT) = R(B-XT) for every T in S 
whenever X satisfies I XI 11 T 11 < y or lx| < 2 and in particu­
lar for X = 1. 
17 
III. A COMPARISON OF E(U,V) WITH J(U,y) 
In this chapter, we shall let U and V be two linear 
operators with domains in X where D(U) C D(V) and with 
ranges in Y. Instead of E(U,V), Kato (7) and Graber (5) 
have employed a similar linear manifold J(U,V) which is 
defined below. We shall show by means of an example that 
these two linear manifolds are not always equal. We shall 
also give conditions under which they are equal. 
Kato (7) and Graber (5) have used the following two 
definitions. 
Definition 3.1; MQ = X and ]y^  = M^ (U,V) = V"^ (UN^ _^ ), for 
n  =  1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  . . . ,  w h e r e  V ' ^ ( G )  =  [ x s X  :  V x e G ^ .  
Definition 3.2: J(U,V) = and K(U,V) = ^ QQ 
We shall now give an example where E(U,V) is not equal 
to J(U,V). 
Example 3.3; Let X = Y = and let V = I. Denote the 
elements in the space by x = (x(l), x(2), x(3), ...). Define 
U by U(x) = (y(l), y(2), y(3), ...) where y(l) = S x(2"), 
n=l 
y(2^ -l) = 0, n = 2; 3, 4, ..., and y(2^ +j-l) = 
x(2^ +j), n = 1, 2, 3, ..., j = 1, 2, 3, ..., 2% - 1. Then 
II y II =  2  I y(k) 1 = 1 y( 1) 1 +  1  1 y(k) |  < S 1 x(k) 1 = 11 x  1| .  
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Hence U is a continuous linear operator with D(U) = X and 
11 u If = 1. It follows that U is also closed. Now E(U,I) = 
[ol but clearly (1, 0, 0, 0, is in J(U,V). 
Theorem 3.4; E(U,V) = J(U,V) if and only if 
U(D(U) n J(U,V)) = K(U,V). 
Proof; Assume that E(U,V) = J(U,V). Clearly 
U(D(U) n J(U,V)) C K(U,V) so let y e K(U,V). Now J(U,V) = 
n  ^  =  n  n  =  v - k n  =  v - i k ( u , v )  
n=0 n=l n=l n=0 
and hence VJ(U,V) = K(U,V). Thus there exists an x in 
J(U,V) such that Vx = y. x is in E(U,V) and hence there 
exists an x^  such that Ux^  = Vx = y. Clearly x^  e E(U,V) = 
J(U,V) and hence y e U(D(U) nj(U,V)). Thus U(D(U) D J(U,V)) 
= K(U,V). 
Now assume that U(D(U) H J(U,V)) = K(U,V). Clearly 
E(U,V) C J(U,V) so let XQ e J(U,V). Then VXQ e K(U,V) = 
U(D(U) n J(U,V)). Hence there exists Xj^  e J(U,V) such that 
Uxj^  = VXQ. NOW assume the induction hypothesis that Ux^  = 
for x^ in J(U,V) and Vx^_^ in K(U,V). Then Vx^ e 
U(D(U.) n J(U,V)) and hence there exists an x^ ^^  in J(U,V) 
such that Ux^ ^^  = Vx^ . Thus by induction, there exists a 
sequence {x^ \ such that Ux^ ^^  ~ Vx^  and hence XQ e E(U,V). 
Therefore, E(U,V) = J(U,V). 
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Theorem 3.5: If there exists an integer m such that 
N(U) n = N(U) n for all k > m, then E(U,V) = J(U,V). 
Proof: Clearly U(D(u) H J(U,V)) C K(U,V) = Q UM„. 
n—u n 
Let y s K(U,V). Then, for every n, y e Thus for 
each n there exists an x^  in D(U) O such that Ux^  = y. 
:k = Then ® "m "<V^ in+k> = V V' 0. 
Hence s N(U) A = N(U) H i = 1, 2, 3, 
Therefore, zy. e N(U) A «"d so e 
This holds for k = 1, 2, 3, ... and hence x^  e D(U) H J(U,V). 
Since UXm = y, y e U(D(U) H J(U,V)). Therefore, K(U,V) = 
U(D(U) n J(U,V)) and hence, by Theorem 3.4, E(U,V) = J(U,V). 
Corollary 3.6; If N(U) C J(U,V), then E(U,V) = J(U,V). 
Proof: Since N(U) C J(U,V), we have that N(U) H MQ = 
N(U) n for all k > 0 and hence, by Theorem 3.5, E(U,V) = 
J(U,V). 
Corollary 3.7: If a(U) is finite, then E(U,V) = J(U,V). 
Proof: If a(U) is finite, it is obvious that there 
exists an integer m such that N(U) A = N(U) D for all 
k > m. Thus E(U,V) = J(U,V). 
Corollary 3.8: If 3(U) is finite and V is one-to-one, then 
E(U,V) = J(U,V). 
Proof: Let L^  = N(U) O Mj^ , i = 0, 1, 2, and 
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suppose that there exists no positive integer m such that 
Lm = Ln all n > m. Then there exists an increasing 
sequence of positive integers {k(i)] , i = 1, 2, 3, 
such that 1^ (1) f ^ k(i)+l* ^^ us there exists a sequence 
{x^} ji = l, 2, 3, such that x^ e l'k(i) but x^ i 
k^(i)+l* Hence x^  e ^ (i) but x^  ^  \(i)+l* Now, for each 
j, Xj e = ^ '^ ^^ k(j)-l hence there exists 
z(j, k(j) - 1) s such that Vx^  = Uz(j, k(j) - 1). 
Since Xj i  z(j, k(j) -  1 )  i  \(j)* In a similar 
manner we get an element z(j, k(j) - 2) in which 
does not belong to such that Vz(j, k(j) - 1) = 
Uz(j, k(j) - 2). Continuing this process a finite number of 
times we finally get an element z(j,0) in MQ  which does not 
belong to % such that Vz(j,l) = Uz(j,0). Since D(U) C 
D(V), we have that z(j,0) e D(V). Now R(U) = UMQ  = VMJ^ and 
so Vz(j,0) i R(U) since z(j,0) i Thus for each j we get 
a set {z(j,n)] , n = 0, 1, 2, k(j) - 1, such that 
Uz(j,n) = Vz(j,n+1) where z(j, k(j)) = Xj, z(j,n) e but 
z(j,n) i and Vz(j,0) i R(U). Let r be any arbitrary 
positive integer. We will now show that the elements 
Vz(j,0), j = 1, 2, 3, r, are linearly independent. Let 
r 
z = S a^ z(j,0) and suppose that Vz = 0. Since V is one-to-j=l 
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one, z = 0. Now V"^ Uz(j,n) = z(j,n+l), n = 0, 1, 2, . 
k(j)-l. Thus, after r applications of to the equation 
z = 0, we get = 0 and since  ^0 we get = 0. 
Similarly we can show that ®1 all be 
zero. Thus z(j,0) and hence Vz(j,0), j = 1, 2, 3, r, 
are all linearly independent. Now suppose that w^  is any 
element of the linear span of [z(j,0)] , j = 1, 2, 3, ..., 
r 
r, which belongs to Hence w^  = Z a.z(j,0) e Thus j=l J 
V"^ Uw^  = v>2 e M2, V"^ UW2 = W3 e M3, ..., x^  e 
\(r)+l* Sin^ e x^  i \(r)+l' have that = 0. Similarly 
we can show that oc^ -2* *•*' ^ 1 all be zero. Hence 
w^  = 0. Thus we have shown that the linear span of 
, j = 1, 2, 3, ..., r, intersected with is Lo 3. 
Since V is one-to-one, the linear span of lVz(j,0)} , j = 
1, 2, 3, r, intersected with VM^ = UMQ  = R(U) is £0] , 
Since r is arbitrary, we have contradicted the fact that 
3(U) is finite, Hence there exists a positive integer m such 
that N(U) n = N(U) H for all n > m. Therefore, by 
Theorem 3.5, we have that E(U,V) = J(U,V). 
The following example provides a case where E(U,V) = 
J(U,V) but there is no positive integer m such that 
N(U) O Mm = N(U) n for all k > m. This is, therefore, 
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an example which shows that the converse of Theorem 3.5 does 
not hold. 
Example 3.9: Let X = Y =#2 and let V = I. Let x = (x(l), 
x(2), x(3), ...) and define U by Ux = (y(l), y(2), y(3), 
...) where y(k) = 0 if k = (2n-l)(n+l) or k = n(2n+3), n = 
1, 2, 3, ..., and y(k) = x(k+l) otherwise. Then E(U,I) = 
J(U,I) = to] . However, there exists no positive integer m 
such that N(U) H = N(U) H for all k > m. 
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IV. OPERATORS WITH CLOSED RANGE 
Throughout this chapter, we shall consider two con­
tinuous linear operators A and T defined on a Banach space X 
with ranges in a Banach space Y. Also, we shall assume that 
A has closed range. Clearly A-XT is continuous with D(A-XT) 
= X and, therefore, A-XT is a closed linear operator for 
every X. 
Definition 4.1: Two linear manifolds L and M are strongly 
disjoint if and only if there exists a positive constant k 
such that 11 x+y II > k l| x II for all x e L and y g M. 
Kato (7, p. 297) has shown that if N(A) C J(A,T)^ , 
then there exists a positive constant p such that A-XT has 
closed range for all X satisfying IXI < p. Also, Graber 
(5, p. 9) has shown that, if T(N(A)) is closed and 
T(N(A)) and R(A) are strongly disjoint, then there exists a 
positive constant p such that A-XT has closed range for all 
X satisfying 1x1 < p. 
In this chapter, we shall prove a theorem which is a 
generalization of these two results. 
T^he condition that V(A:T) 
equivalent to N(A) C J(A,T). 
= » used by Kato is clearly 
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Lemma 4.2; If two linear manifolds L and M in X are strongly 
disjoint and L © M is closed, then L and M are closed. 
Proof; Let x e L, There exists a sequence (x^ 3 C L 
such that XJ^  -» X, Since [ x^ } C L, [ x^  1 C L®M. But 
L ® M is closed and hence x e L ® M. Thus x = u + v for 
some u e L and v e M. Hence II x^ -x II = II x^ -^u-v 11 -* 0. Now 
x^  - u e L and v e M and, since L and M are strongly dis­
joint, we have that II x^ -u-v II > k II v II for some positive 
constant k. Hence v = 0 and x = u e L. Therefore, L is 
closed. Similarly we can show that M is closed. 
Lemma 4.3 (Lorch, 9, p. 220); Let L and M in X be two closed 
linear manifolds. Then L and M are strongly disjoint if and 
only if L N = [0} and L ® M is a closed linear manifold. 
Throughout the rest of this chapter we will assume that 
N(A) = L ® M where L and M are closed, TL and R(A) are strong­
ly disjoint, TM C R(A), and T(N(A)) is closed. 
We then have that TL and TM are strongly disjoint and 
so, by Lemma 4.2, they are closed. Hence Y/TL which we will 
denote by Y' is a Banach space with norm 11 y' II = inf 
[II y+t II ; teTL }. Also, L is closed and thus X/L which we 
will denote by X' is also a Banach space with norm 
II x' II = inf 1 II x+t II : teL \ . 
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Definition 4.4; We define T to be the canonical mapping of 
X onto X' and |i to be the canonical mapping of Y onto Y' . 
Definition 4.5; We define the operator A' from X' into Y' 
the equation: A'x' = laAx = la(Ax) where x e x' , 
We note that A' is a linear operator. 
Definition 4.6; We define the operator T' from X' into Y' 
by the equation: T'x' = |iTx = ij(Tx) where x e x*. 
We see that T' is a function since, if we let TU = 
TV = x', then u - v e L so that Tu - Tv e TL which implies 
that |iTu = laTv, 
The following lemma is known. However, the proof is 
given here for completeness. 
Lemma 4.7: Let F be a linear manifold contained in X and 
let G be a closed linear manifold such that G C F. Let a 
the canonical mapping of X onto X/G. Then crF is closed if 
and only if F is closed. 
Proof; Let F be closed and let x' e aF. Then there 
exists a sequence C CTF such that x^  -» x'. From the 
definition of the norm in X/G, there exists a sequence 
C G such that x^  - x + 0 where x e x' and 
Xn e x^  for each n. Since G C F, [zj^ l C F. Thus we 
have that [x^  + z^ ] C F and x^  + z^  ^  x. Since F is 
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closed, X e F and hence x' e aF. 
Now suppose'that aF is closed and let x e F. Then there 
exists a sequence {x^ 3 C F such that -- x. Clearly 
ax^  ax and Lax^ l C aF. Since aF is closed we have that 
ax e aF. Thus there exists a z in F such that ax = az and 
hence x - z s G. Since G C F, x - z e F. But z e F and 
hence x e F. Thus F is closed. 
Lemma 4.8: R(A') is closed. 
Proof: R(A) and TL are strongly disjoint and both of 
them are closed. Hence, by Lemma 4.3, R(A) © TL is closed. 
Thus, by Lemma 4.7, ii(R(A) ® TL) is closed. But |i(R(A) ® 
TL) = u(R(A)) = R(A'). 
Lemma 4.9: A' is a closed operator. 
Proof: Let [x^ l C X' and {A'x^ l C Y' be sequences 
such that x^  x' and A'x^  -• y'. Now II x^  - x' II -*0 and 
11 x^ - x' II = 11 (x^ - x)' l( = inf {|(x^-x+zll: z e L ] .
Thus for each positive integer n there exists z^  e L such 
that H x^  - X + z^ ll < 2 11 x^  - x' 11 0. Hence % 
Now, by Lemma 4.8, R(A') is closed and thus there exists an 
x^  in D(A') such that A'x^  = y'. Now A'x^  -» A*x/ and, 
therefore, A'x^  - A'x^  = liAx^  - liAx^  = li(Ax^ -Ax^ ) -» 0. Hence 
there exists a sequence [t^ ] in TL such that Ax^  - Ax^  + 
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-• 0. Now PiX^  - AXQ e R(A) and 0 TL and, since they are 
strongly disjoint, we have that k II AXJ^ -AXQ || < || Ax^  - Ax^  + 
tj^  II -» 0 for some positive constant k. Thus Ax^  -» Ax^ . 
Since e L for every n, we see that A(xj^  + z^ ) Ax^ . 
Hence we have that Xj^  + Zj^  -» x and A(Xj^  + Zj^ ) -» Ax^ , A is 
closed since it is continuous and defined on X and thus x e 
D(A) and Ax = AXQ. Now y' = A'x^  = HAXQ = laAx = A'x' , 
Hence x' e D(A*) and A'x' = y'. Thus A' is a closed 
operator. 
Lemma 4.10: R(A'-XT') = M(R(A-XT)). 
Proof : Let y' e R(A'-XT'). Then there exists x' in 
D(A'-\T') such that (A'-XT^ x' = y' = A'x' - XT'x' = laAx -
XiaTx = [i(Ax-XTx) = |i((A-XT)x). Thus y' e n(R(A-XT)) and 
hence R(A'-XT') C u(R(A-XT)). 
Now let y' e |i(R(A-XT)). Then there exists an x in 
D(ii(A-XT)) such that (|i(A-XT))x = y' = ^ Ax - XiiTx = 
A*x* - XT'x' = (A'-XT')x'. Hence y' e R(A'-XT') and, 
therefore, ^ (R(A-XT)) C R(A'-XT'). 
Lemma 4.11; TL C R(A-XT) for every X  ^0. 
Proof: Let y e T(N(A)). Then there exists an x in 
N(A) such that Tx = y. Thus for every X  ^G, we have that 
-x/x G N(A). Hence (A-XT)(-x/x) = Tx = y. Thus y e 
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R(A-XT) and, therefore, T(N(A)) C R(A-XT) for X  ^0. Since 
TL Ç T(N(A)), TL C R(A-XT). 
Lemma 4.12: N(A') = T(M). 
Proof; Let 0' ^  x' e N(A'). Then A'x' =0' = |jAx, 
Hence Ax = 0 or Ax e TL. But Ax e R(A) which is strongly 
disjoint from TL and thus Ax = 0, This means that x e N(A) 
and thus can be written as w + z where w e L and z e M. Now 
x' = TX = T(W+Z) = TZ 0 TM. Thus N(A') C T(M).  
Now let x' s T(M). Then x e M C N(A) and thus Ax = 0. 
Hence |jAx = 0' = A'x' and so x' e N(A'). Hence T(M) C 
N(A'). 
We shall use M' to denote the linear manifolds 
n 
Mj^ (A',T') which are defined in Chapter III, 
Lemma 4.13; A'M^  = |i(AM^ ) for every non-negative integer n. 
Proof; Clearly they are equal for n = 0. We shall 
complete the proof by induction. Assume that A'M^  = |i(AM^ ) 
and let y' e Then there exists an x^  in such 
that y' = A'x'. Now x' e (T')"^ (A'M,') and hence T'x' = 
0 0 k o 
A'x^  for some x^  in Since A'M^  = (^AM^ ), we have that 
there exists an X2 in such that A'x^  = |iAx2. Now T'x/ = 
liTx^ . Thus l-iTx^  = ijAxg and so Tx^  - AX2 = Tw for some w in 
L. Hence T(XQ-W) = Ax2 and so x^  - w = T"^ (AX2) e ^^ +^1* 
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Therefore, A(x^ -w) = Ax^  e and thus ^ Ax^  e 
Since liAx^  = A'x^  = y', we have that C |i(AM^ ^^ ). 
Now let y' e . Then there exists an x in 
mm 1 
such that y' = [jAx. Therefore, x e T" (AM^ ) and so Tx = 
Ax^  for some x^  in M^ , Now, by the induction hypothesis, 
A'x^ . Hence liAx^  = |iTx = T'x' = A'x^  and so x' = 
(T')"^(A'X') e M' . Thus A'x' e A'M' , Since y' = ^ Ax = 
2 k+1 k+1 
A'x', |a(AM^ ^^ ) C Hence |i(AN^ ^^ ) = and thus 
by induction li(AM^ ) = A'M^  for all non-negative integers n. 
Lemma 4.14; If M C J(A,T), then N(A') C J(A',T'). 
Proof: By Lemma 4,12, N(A') = T(M), Let x' e T(M)O 
Then x e M C J(A,T) = Q M = Q T""^ (AM ). Hence, for 
n=0  ^ n=l 
every n > 0, we have that x e T"^ (AM^  and, therefore, 
Tx e AM .. Thus uTx e u(AM .) for every n > 0 and so 
n-i n-l 
T'x' e ia(AM^  ^ ). Now, by Lemma 4.13, we get that T'x' e 
A'M' for every n > 0 and consequently x' e (T')"^ (A'M' ). 
n-l n-l 
Hence x e n (T')"^ (A'M' .) = J(A',T'), Thus N(A') C 
n=l II" 
J(A',T'). 
Theorem 4.15: (Kato, 7, p. 297); If N(A) C J(A,T), then 
there exists a positive constant p such that A - \T has 
closed range for all X satisfying 1X1 <p. 
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The following theorem is well known and can be found in 
Gohberg and Krein (3, p. 232) as well as in other sources. 
Theorem 4.16; If a(A) < », then there exists a positive 
constant p such that A - XT has closed range for all X satis­
fying I \1 < p. 
Theorem 4.17: If M C J(A,T) or if dim M < «>, then there 
exists a positive constant p such that A - XT has closed 
range for all X satisfying 1x1 < p. 
Proof: First we shall assume that M G J(A,T). We know 
that R(A-XT) is closed for X = 0 so assume that X  ^0. From 
Lemma 4.8 and Lemma 4.9, we have that A' is a closed linear 
operator with closed range. Since M C J(A,T), Lemma 4.14 
shows that N(A') C J(A',T'). Hence A' and T' satisfy the 
hypothesis of Theorem 4.15 and, therefore, there exists a 
positive constant p such that A' - XT' has closed range for 
all X satisfying 1X1 < p. By Lemma 4.10, |i(R(A-XT)) is 
closed for all X satisfying | xl < p. Hence, using Lemma 4.11 
and Lemma 4.7, we get that A - XT has closed range for all X 
satisfying |xi < p. 
Now suppose that dim M < «>. Again we assume that 
X # 0. As in the first part of the proof, we have that A' is 
a closed operator with closed range. Clearly dim T(M) < 
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dim M, By Lemma 4.12, N(A') = T(M) and hence a(A') < dim M < 
m. Hence A' and T' satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 4,16 
and, therefore, there exists a positive constant p such that 
A '  -  X T '  h a s  c l o s e d  r a n g e  f o r  a l l  X  s a t i s f y i n g  1 X 1  <  p .  
Again applying Lemma 4.10, Lemma 4.11, and Lemma 4,7, we have 
t h a t  A  -  X T  h a s  c l o s e d  r a n g e  w h e n e v e r  1 X 1  <  p .  
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